"Our membership are the strength of the UAW, and the membership and the families of our members, they are the purpose of the UAW. And in the years ahead, this union must remain true to its commitment to the welfare and the well-being of our rank and file. This union is not about Solidarity House; it is not about your local union headquarters; this union is about the men and women that we represent, and behind them their families."

(Walter Reuther, 1970 UAW Convention)

27 Years As An Active Union Member

"The time is always right to do what's right"

(Dr. Martin Luther King)

"Be the Change you Wish to See in the World"

(Gandhi)

A Fighter Against All Injustices

I Stand For

* Honesty and Integrity...
* Equal Pay for Equal Work...
* Respect and Full Voice in the Workplace...
* Being a Voice for All...
* Always Standing For and Doing What’s Right...

I Stand Against

* Tiers and Long-Term Temps...
* The Belief that Pensions and Retirement Healthcare are No Longer Possible...
* Any and All Forms of Division That Lead Members to Believe We Cannot Be United As One...

Vote Mike Turner For...

- Pure Intent For Positive Reform
- Passion and Desire To Serve, Not Lead
- Rebuilding Faith and Trust In The Membership

Together We Can & Together We Will Bring Back Solidarity

Michael “Mike” Turner
for “IEB” Vice President

Vice President 2022